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1Inst. for Natural Language Proessing 2Dept. of Computational LinguistisUniversity of Stuttgart Saarland UniversityStuttgart, Germany Saarbrüken, Germanyspohrds,heid�ims.uni-stuttgart.de albu,pado,frank�oli.uni-sb.deAbstratTo date, linguistially annotated orpora are mainly exploited forfeature-based training of automati labelling systems. In this paper,we present a general approah for the Desription Logis-based mod-elling of multi-layered annotated orpora whih o�ers (i) �exible andenhaned querying funtionality that goes beyond urrent XML-basedquery languages, (ii) a basis for onsisteny heking, and (iii) a generalmethod for de�ning abstrations over orpus annotations.We apply this method to the syntatially and semantially an-notated SALSA/TIGER orpus. By de�ning abstrations over theorpus data, we generalise from a large set of individual orpus an-notations to a orresponding lexion model. We disuss issues arisingfrom modelling multi-layered orpus annotations in Desription Logisand illustrate the bene�ts of our approah at onrete examples.1 IntrodutionOne of the most exiting developments in omputational linguistis over thereent years is the inreasing availability of large orpora with multiple layersof linguisti annotation. For example, the WSJ portion of the Penn Tree-bank is now not only annotated syntatially, but also with semanti rolesand disourse onnetives. Suh orpora o�er the possibility to investigateempirially the interations between di�erent layers of linguisti analysis,and muh reent work has foussed on the aquisition of statistial modelsfor automati linguisti annotation at di�erent linguisti levels. While the1



resulting models �ll an important need, they do not lend themselves easilyto human interpretation or integration with other knowledge soures. Wesuggest that these needs an be addressed by induing a multi-level lexionby generalising over orpus instanes. This lexion makes the informationon the individual linguisti levels aessible and expliitly represents theirinteration, whih gives rise to three major bene�ts:Querying for linguisti data analysis. Corpus data are usually repre-sented in XML; however, urrent XML-based query tools support queriesthat involve multiple linguisti levels only in very restrited ways. In a re-ent survey, Lai and Bird (2004) found that almost all query tools annotdeal with interseting hierarhies, i.e., tree-shaped analyses on multiple lin-guisti levels, whih are ubiquitous in orpora with multi-layer annotation.A powerful lexion representation an overome this limitation, allowing forintegrated querying of multiple levels.Consisteny heking. The omplexity of annotation shemes tends toinrease for 'deeper' linguisti analysis, and so does the e�ort of asertainingthat given annotation instanes are onsistent with the annotation sheme.For example, the annotation of semanti roles requires a large number of at-egories. These are usually lexially spei�, and not universally appliable;in addition, the observane of inter-ategory relations suh as obligatorinessor mutual exlusion are usually not enfored by annotation tools. Chekingfor onsisteny of suh omplex onstraints on the orpus level arguably re-quires a large e�ort. In ontrast, a delarative formalisation of the lexionmodel that integrates the annotation sheme an use general KR tehniques.Abstrations and appliation interfaes. The granularity hosen fora given orpus annotation may diverge onsiderably from the optimal gran-ularity for a spei� analysis. While it is possible to obtain more abstratrepresentations proedurally in a orpus by ollapsing ategories, a delar-ative lexion model allows for muh more �exible and �ner-grained ontrol.Abstration an then be driven empirially, as generalisations over a largebody of orpus annotations, but also theory-driven. The latter point is espe-ially important for the integration of orpus-derived data in large, symboliproessing arhiteture (see Frank (2004), who lists a number of problemsarising from deriving syntax-semantis mapping information diretly from aorpus, and Babko-Malaya et al. (2006), who enounter similar problems insynhronising Penn Treebank with PropBank annotations).This paper demonstrates the bene�ts of a delarative lexion model by re-porting on the onstrution of a Desription Logis-based lexion for Ger-2



man that represents information about morphologial, syntati and framesemanti levels of analysis. We highlight the bene�ts of lexion modelling inDesription Logis (DL) and show that omplex annotation shemes requireareful lexion design. In Setion 2, we motivate our deision to use DL tode�ne our lexion model. Setion 3 desribes our input data and the designof the lexion model, and Setion 4 shows onrete instanes of the usage ofthis model and provides some statistis. Setion 5 gives onluding remarks.2 Desription Logi and Lexion ModellingThe formalisation of our lexion model is based on OWL DL, a strongly typedframework whih ombines the expressivity of OWL1 with the favourableomputational properties of DL, most notably deidability and monotoni-ity (see Baader et al., 2003). Besides the availability of reasoning and on-sisteny heking servies, one of the major bene�ts of using OWL is thepossibility to oneive of the lexion as a graph, i.e. a omplex entity witha high degree of interation between various levels of linguisti desription(f. Spohr and Heid, 2006).FrameNet and DL. Two earlier studies have used DL to model FrameNet,but have limited themselves to modelling the de�nitional part of the re-soure (Narayanan et al., 2002, Baumgartner and Burhardt, 2004). Ourformalisation additionally omprises the modelling of annotation instanesin a manner omparable to She�zyk et al. (2006). However, our oneptionof lasses, properties and axioms is geared towards deteting inonsisteniesin the orpus annotation with a theorem prover, and expressing various gen-eralisations over annotated orpus instanes. Moreover, our lexion model isinterfaed with a storage and querying arhiteture.Other modelling frameworks. Desription Logi is ertainly not theonly option for designing a lexion model.2 Reent alternatives inlude Lex-ial Systems (Polguère, 2006) and the Lexial Markup Framework (Fran-opoulo et al., 2006). Our main reason for preferring OWL DL is its stronglogial foundation and its well-de�ned model-theoreti semantis. In addi-tion, these models lak properties we onsider essential, suh as inheritaneor hierarhial lassi�ation in general (Lexial Systems). While LMF is in1http://www.w3.org/2004/OWL/2E�orts in orpus-based extration of �lexia� for LTAG grammars (f. Xia et al., 2000)are loosely related to the present work, but are tied to a spei� syntati theory, and arelaking a general logial framework for generalisation and lexion modelling.3



priniple powerful enough to de�ne a model of FrameNet's frames and rolesand of their interrelations3, it is an open question whether LMF � in its ur-rent state � an represent these data in an equally prinipled way as OWLDL. For example, it appears di�ult in LMF to apture information suhas the roleset of a frame, or relations between roles, as restritions on theirsyntati and semanti properties. Consequently, heking the onsistenyof annotation instanes wrt. their de�nitions is likely to require omplexmehanisms.3 A Lexion Model For Syntax and Semantis3.1 Role-semanti annotation in the SALSA orpusThe lexion model we have designed is used to store the data annotated in theSALSA projet (Burhardt et al., 2006). SALSA builds on the TIGER or-pus, a German newspaper orpus with manual syntati annotation (Brantset al., 2002), and adds a role-semanti layer following the FrameNet paradigm(Baker et al., 1998). FrameNet is a semanti ditionary whih assoiates En-glish words and expressions (targets) with semanti lasses alled frames andlists semanti roles for eah frame. Sine frames have been found to exhibita high degree of language independene, SALSA re-uses English frames forGerman (see Burhardt et al. (2006) for details). An English example anno-tation is given in Figure 1: The verb �ritiise� is annotated with the frameJudgment_ommuniation, the semanti roles evaluee and ommuni-ator pointing to �Robert Tuttle� and �Washington�, respetively.

Figure 1: Frame-semanti annotation3Cf. working paper �Extended examples of lexions using LMF�, G. Franopoulo (2005).4



3.2 Core requirements for multi-level lexionsIn the proess of reating our lexion, we have identi�ed three ore require-ments whih we onsider as entral for any omputational lexion that modelsmulti-level data, and whih strongly in�uened the design of our model.Interseting hierarhies. Making the information from di�erent levels oflinguisti analysis (f. Figure 1) aessible requires a mapping of the variousannotation layers and their intersetions onto a ommon representation. Inour ase, this issue beomes partiularly manifest in the omplex interationbetween syntax and semantis. Any syntati unit in a orpus sentene �be it a onstituent, part of a onstituent or even part of a word � may po-tentially evoke a frame or represent a role. At the same time, it is assigneda (morpho-)syntati ategory and may hold a grammatial funtion in thesentene. Moreover, a sentene may also ontain multiple frame annotations.Consequently, a syntati onstituent an be assigned more than one role,within di�erent frame annotations. We deal with this issue by means of mul-tiple instantiation and tight linking between semanti annotation instanesand their syntati realisations (see Setion 4).Lexiographi relevane and generalisations. One of the main aimsof the SALSA projet has been to identify instanes of lexiographiallyrelevant phenomena in the orpus, suh as metaphors or frame-evoking multi-word expressions (Atkins et al., 2003). A requirement for the lexion modelis thus not only to apture this lexial knowledge and make it aessible in astraightforward yet �exible way, but also to support abstration over spei�annotation instanes in order to derive further generalisations about thesephenomena, suh as valene patterns. In order to ahieve this, we proeedin a bottom-up fashion: during lexion generation, annotation instanes areolleted and grouped. In doing so, we generalise over partiular annotationinstanes and make the respetive types of phenomena expliit in the lexion.Quantitative tendenies. Closely onneted to the previous issue is thedemand to be able to derive quantitative tendenies from orpus annotations.There are basially two approahes to this task: (i) frequenies of a�xed number of phenomena are alulated during the onversion proess andthen hard-oded in the lexion (stati), or (ii) the struture of the lexionmodel and the query engine are designed suh that it is possible to derivequantitative tendenies at query time (dynami). Solution (i) is presriptivewrt. the frequeny information that an be aessed by the user, thus limitingthe usability of the lexion as a tool of ative lexiographi and lexial-5



semanti researh. Solution (ii) ompensates for the lak of the �rst option,but imposes higher demands on lexion arhiteture and user skills.The ombination of OWL DL and the Sesame framework (Broekstraet al., 2002) supports both solutions: The graph-based view on the lexionenables representing a high amount of interrelation between the di�erentlevels of linguisti analysis, where frequeny information ould be enodedwithin separate sub-graphs. As the �exibility of Sesame's query languageSeRQL makes expliit information easily explorable and also enables thedetetion of impliit orrelations, we opted for the more �exible solution (ii).3.3 Filling TBox and ABoxWhen using DL, any information to be represented has to belong either tothe TBox ('terminologial box' � onepts) or the ABox ('assertional box'� fats). A straightforward division for our data would be to represent theannotation data in the ABox and the de�nition of the underlying syntatiand semanti ategories in the TBox. However, as our annotation shemeitself is highly strutured, this division is not so lear-ut. Moreover, we hadto take into aount the �nal size of the model, whih ontains more than6.000 oneptual lasses instantiated by about some 20.000 orpus sentenes.One fundamental question that arose was whether (i) to put individualframes suh as Self_motion or Leadership into the ABox as instanesof a general lass Frame or whether (ii) to represent them in the TBox aslasses. The main reasons in favour of (i) are �rst, that our lexion is builtdiretly from a orpus ontaining �ne-grained multi-level annotations whihentails a ertain degree of heterogeneity. Seond, (i) is more expliit in thatit supports querying information about the frames, suh as their inherentsemanti roles and relations. On the other hand, if individual frames aremodelled as lasses in the TBox (ii), they an impose well-formedness on-straints on their annotated instanes. As one of our main goals is onsistenyheking, we model frames as lasses. We also extended the TBox with asmall hierarhy that models the di�erent annotation types.Figure 2 illustrates part of the T-Box lass hierarhy. The left-hand sideillustrates the linguisti model, in whih frames and roles are de�ned aord-ing to FrameNet's inheritane relation. Sine both frames and roles mayinherit from more than one frame/role, these are multiple inheritane hierar-hies. The �gure also shows (funtional) edge labels and part-of-speeh tagsprovided by TIGER and a orresponding set of (largely theory-independent)grammatial funtions and ategories we have de�ned to support the extra-tion of generalised valene information from the lexion.6



Linguisti model
• Frames

⊒ Intentionally_a�et
⊒ Plaing

⊒ Motion, . . .
• Roles

⊒ Intentionally_a�et.At
⊒ Plaing.Means

• TIGER edge labels and POS
⊒ SB, OA, PPER, ADJA, . . .

• Generalised funtions and ategories
⊒ subj, obj, NounP, AdjP, . . .

Annotation
• Frame Annotations

⊒ Simple
⊒ Ellipti
⊒ Metaphori
⊒ Underspei�ed

• Role Annotations
⊒ Simple
⊒ Underspei�ed

• Target Annotations
⊒ Single-word targets
⊒ Multi-word targets

• Sentenes, syntati units, . . .Figure 2: Shema of the TBox lass hierarhyThe right-hand side of Figure 2 shows the hierarhy of bottom-up gener-alisations over the annotation sheme mentioned in Setion 3.2. For example,a frame target is marked as a multi-word target if it is assigned to at leastone non-terminal node, or two or more (terminal or non-terminal) nodes �exluding partile verbs and �zu� in�nitives. Thus, annotation lasses serveas a kind of �lter for separating di�erent types of annotation phenomena,for whih di�erent properties have been de�ned.Annotation instanes from the orpus instantiate (multiple) lasses inboth hierarhies (see Figure 2): On the annotation side aording to theirtypes of phenomena; on the de�nition side aording to their frames or roles,and their syntati funtions and ategories (both TIGER and generalised).Again, this interation makes it possible to impose various well-formednessonstraints on the annotation instanes, e.g., axioms de�ning the admissiblerelations between a partiular frame and its roles. This is illustrated in theDL statement below, whih expresses that an instane of the Plaing framemay at most have the roles goal, path, et.Plaing ⊑ ∃.hasRole (Plaing.Goal ⊔ Plaing.Path ⊔ . . .)Plaing ⊑ ∀.hasRole (Plaing.Goal ⊔ Plaing.Path ⊔ . . .)Relations between roles an be formalised in a similar way. A promi-nent example is the exludes relation in FrameNet, whih prohibits the o-ourrene of roles like ause and agent of the Plaing frame. This anbe expressed by the following statement.Plaing ⊑ ¬((∃.hasRole Plaing.Cause) ⊓ (∃.hasRole Plaing.Agent))7



The restritions are used in heking the onsisteny of the semanti anno-tation; instanes violating these onstraints are identi�ed by the theoremprover as inoherent.4 Conrete Examples and FiguresAn annotated orpus sentene. In order to sum up and substantiate thedisussions in the previous setions, we present the partial lexion representa-tion of an annotated orpus sentene, namely � . . . was das o�zielle Kroatienaber in beträhtlihe völkerrehtlihe Shwierigkeiten bringen würde . . . �4.The prediate �bringen (to bring)� has been analysed as metaphorial; wefous on the literal (Soure) reading, desribed with a Plaing frame.5
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Figure 3: Partial lexion representation of an annotated orpus senteneThe boxes in Figure 3 represent instanes in the lexion model, with the4�. . . whih would, however, get Croatia into serious trouble with international law . . . �5The understood (Target) reading is shown in the subgraph above Plaing. It hasbeen analysed as an underspei�ation between aspetual support and a Causation frame(see Burhardt et al., 2006 for details on the use of underspei�ation).8



respetive lasses listed above the horizontal line, and datatype propertiesbelow it. The links between these instanes indiate OWL objet proper-ties whih have been de�ned for the instantiated lasses. For example, themetaphorial Plaing frame is shown as the grey box in the middle.Multiple inheritane is indiated in Figure 3 by instanes arrying morethan one lass, suh as the instane in the left entre, whih instantiatesthe lasses SyntatiUnit, NP, OA, NounP and obj. Multi-lass instanesinherit the properties of eah of these lasses, so that e.g. the metaphoriframe annotation of the Plaing frame in the middle of the �gure has boththe properties de�ned for frames (hasCoreRole) and for frame annotations(hasTarget). As disussed in Setion 3.2, multiple inheritane is also usedto de�ne normalisations of the syntati inventory provided by TIGER toderive generalised valene patterns from the annotated orpus data. Theseare indiated in italis (e.g., NounP).The �gure also highlights the model's graph-based struture with a highdegree of interrelation between the lexion entities. For example, the greyPlaing frame instane is diretly related to its roles (left, bottom), itslexial anhor (right), the surrounding sentene (top), and a �ag (top left).Querying. Information is retrieved from the lexion by stating querieswhih speify paths through the model graph. For example, the SeRQLquery in Figure 4 extrats all lemmas whih evoke the Plaing frame (f. thegrey boxes in Figure 3). Grouping of the results yields the frequeny distri-bution shown in the table below.SELECT LEMMAFROM {LEMMA} salsa:hasReading {} salsa:hasAnnotationInstane {}salsa:isTargetOf {} serql:diretType {salsa:Plaing}Lemma No. of instanes Lemma No. of instaneslegen 38 ablegen 3bringen 35 kippen 3nehmen 13 einlagern 1plazieren 4 einp�anzen 1Figure 4: SeRQL query and results: lemmas evoking the Plaing frameThe normalisation of orpus ategories disussed above allows for thequerying of annotated data on di�erent levels of granularity. Table 1 showsresults for a query that retrieves the syntati realisation patterns for individ-ual semanti roles, ontrasting the spei� (as annotated in the orpus) andnormalised levels. On the omplete lexion, the use of normalised ategories9



redues the number of realisation patterns from 2,176 to 1,026, apturinggeneralisations whih would have remained undeteted otherwise.Spei� NormalisedRole Category/POS Role CategoryPlaing.Theme NN Plaing.Theme NounPPlaing.Theme NE �Plaing.Theme PPER �Statement.Message S Statement.Message SentStatement.Message VROOT �Table 1: Results based on spei� vs. normalised ategoriesConsisteny ontrol. Sine we aim at providing a oherent representationof the annotated orpus sentenes in the lexion model, it is essential toensure that the data fed into the lexion are onsistent in the �rst plae.Here, we an make use of SALSA's distributed annotation pratie, whihinludes the extration of about 500 suborpora for spei� lemmas from theoriginal TIGER orpus. This organisation of the data enables a rather loaldetetion of inonsistenies in the annotations, suh as uses of non-existingframes, typos or � on the level of DL � logial inoherenes with respet tothe de�nitions of the underlying framework. One these have been removed,the respetive orpora an be added inrementally to the onsistent datathat are already in the lexion. The whole proess of building the lexionis shematised in Figure 5 below, inluding the onstrution of the model,abstrations and generalisations over orpus annotations, onversion of theorpora as well as onsisteny ontrol and the �nal lexion representation,whih an then be aessed by users and/or appliations.
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Size of the lexion. As the orpus annotation is still work in progress, wehave arried out a preliminary experiment based on a sample of more than7,500 di�erent sentenes � about one third of the targeted size of the �rstSALSA release. The sample yielded a total of more than 150,000 instanesin the lexion, instantiating 185 di�erent frame lasses and 631 role lasses.Table 2 provides more detailed �gures.Type No. of instanes Type No. of instanesLemmas 337 Frame annotations 9,069Lemma-frame pairs 727 Role annotations 17,082Sentenes 7,618 Syntati units 114,441Table 2: Instane ount based on the urrent orpus data5 ConlusionIn this paper, we have shown how a DL-based lexion model derived from aorpus with multi-layer syntati and semanti annotation an yield a leanformalisation of omplex linguisti strutures. Interfaed with a databaseand powerful query language, the model is easily aessible for human in-spetion, supporting among others the omputation of frequeny data andformulation of linguistially insightful queries. Moreover, the graph-basedstruture allows for inremental re�nement and normalisation of the model.While the work on the SALSA orpus (Burhardt et al., 2006) is be-ing ompleted, �nalised orpora are being imported into the lexion model.Current and future work onentrates on the re�nement of onsisteny on-trol and normalisation, as well as quantitative evaluation, e.g., to identifyunbalaned data that an later on be supplemented.ReferenesSue Atkins, Charles J. Fillmore, and Christopher R. Johnson. Lexiographi rel-evane: Seleting information from orpus evidene. International Journal ofLexiography, 16(3), 2003.Franz Baader, Diego Calvanese, Deborah L. MGuinness, Daniele Nardi, and Pe-ter F. Patel-Shneider. The Desription Logi Handbook: Theory, Implementa-tion and Appliations. Cambridge University Press, 2003.Olga Babko-Malaya, Ann Bies, Ann Taylor, Szuting Yi, Martha Palmer, MithMarus, Seth Kulik, and Libin Shen. Issues in Synhronizing the English Tree-bank and PropBank. In Proeedings of the COLING/ACL Workshop on Frontiersin Linguistially Annotated Corpora, Sydney, Australia, 2006.11
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